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Introduction

From the vantage point of 1998, the triangular security relationship between the United
States, Japan, and South Korea is at best an anomaly. There is no multilateral security ar-
rangement that links the three countries together; in World War II, the United States and
Japan were archenemies; in the postwar period, Japan and Korea have had a relationship
characterized sometimes by cooperation, but mostly by rivalry and suspicion; and South
Korea has depended heavily on the United States not only for repelling an all-out invasion by
North Korea and deterring a recurrence of war, but also for placing a check on Japan’s
resurgence as a military and regional power.

Yet, by virtue of the bilateral alliances the United States has with Japan and South Korea,
the three countries have cooperated on security matters as if a trilateral security arrangement
existed. They collaborated in their response to the North Korean nuclear issue, particularly
during the 1992–95 period. Before the end of the Cold War, they shared a common frame of
mind in recognizing and dealing with the Soviet threat in the Far East. They are likely to
coordinate their collective response to China’s growing power in the future. More concretely,
in the case of an armed conflict on the Korean peninsula Japan is likely to provide support
for war efforts directly to the United States and indirectly to South Korea.

Historically, the Korean people were divided in their response to external powers seeking
influence in Northeast Asia. One group would side with one power and another with a
second, each in an effort to enhance its domestic position within Korea. This had the deadly
effect of abetting and threatening the surrounding powers, causing them to get more deeply
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involved. Thus China, Japan, and Russia went to war with each other in a competition for
influence on the Korean peninsula in the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth
century, and the United States and the Soviet Union, alongside China, were pulled into a
superpower rivalry in the Korean War.

As a by-product of the U.S.-Soviet rivalry and the consequent Korean War, both Japan
and South Korea made bilateral security alliances with the United States, and these alliances
contributed to the peace and stability in the Far East during the Cold War period. But there
are no direct security ties between them. When we consider the two bilateral legs of United
States ties in Northeast Asia, the Japan factor in the trilateral relationship tends to be poorly
understood and easily ignored. By the same token, Korea’s position in the bilateral alliance
between the United States and Japan has usually been neglected and also is poorly under-
stood. Indeed, the Japanese long went out of their way to play down the strategic linkages,
even though any large-scale military conflict on the peninsula would involve them, at least
indirectly.

With the emergence of the post–Cold War era, no one denies that the future security
orientations of China and Japan are certain to remain central factors shaping the Northeast
Asia region. Northeast Asia is poised on the verge of major political change and potential
strategic realignment. But these considerations may not always guarantee an orderly change
or realistic prospects for regional states to engage in an effective dialogue among themselves
on pending problems. The fundamental source of political and strategic change within the
region is internal, not external. Here lies the relevance of a historical review of the U.S.-
Japanese military alliance from the standpoint of Korea. This paper will concentrate on the
Korean factors in, perceptions of, and choices toward the U.S.-Japan alliance. “Korean fac-
tors” consist of those that have affected the evolution of the U.S.-Japan alliance: South Korea’s
geopolitical situation; its relationships with the major powers surrounding the peninsula;
and its economic needs and capabilities. Perhaps the most salient question is how the rela-
tionship between Korea and Japan has affected the evolution of the U.S. alliance with each.

Topics of interest include: How did Korea perceive and react to the evolution of the U.S.-
Japan security alliance? What has been Japan’s position on the Korean peninsula? What is
the Korean perception of the U.S. role in, and policy toward, Japan–Korea relations? How
do Koreans perceive the role of the U.S.-Japan alliance with regard to the reunification of the
Korean peninsula?

The post–Cold War period, which is witnessing an emerging rivalry between Japan and
China as well as between the United States and China, will present Korea with many choices.
How South Korea places itself not only between Japan and the United States but perhaps
more importantly between China on the one hand and the United States and Japan on the
other will be extremely important to both Korea and the region as a whole.
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The Development of the U.S.-Japan Military Alliance

Origins

The first case of United States–Japan–Korea entanglement took place in 1905, immediately
after the Russo-Japanese War. During the war, U.S. president Theodore Roosevelt came to
believe that Japanese control of Korea was an appropriate means to prevent the further
expansion of Russian power,1 and that it was necessary to acquiesce to the Japanese domina-
tion of Korea as a quid pro quo for Japan’s recognition of U.S. hegemony in the Philippines.
This understanding between the United States and Japan was contained in the secret Taft-
Katsura Agreement of July 1905.2 The United States and Japan cooperated in a number of
areas during the first years of the twentieth century. In addition to the Taft-Katsura memo-
randum, the Root-Takahira agreement of 1908 reaffirmed the two powers’ commitment to
upholding the status quo in the Pacific. In 1910, when Japan formally annexed Korea, the
United States made no response.3

Consequently, Korean memories of American complicity in their country’s subjugation
were strong. American moral support for the Korean independence cause during the colonial
era assuaged those memories somewhat. The United States’ post–World War II role as victor
over Japan and liberator of Korea took much of the edge off the bitter legacy, but a substan-
tial degree of ambiguity was quickly reintroduced. Although the United States is remembered
as a liberator of Korea, it also bears the stigma of being one of the two powers whose Cold
War differences produced Korea’s division.4 Virtually all South Koreans appreciate the ac-
tions of the United States before, during, and after the Korean War, but simultaneously they
also understand that much of the sacrifice the United States made would not have been
necessary had Korea not been cut in half by the superpowers.

The U.S. policy toward East Asia underwent substantial revision and adjustment in the
immediate postwar era. The honeymoon between the Soviet Union and the United States
ended, and differences between the wartime allies appeared irreconcilable. The Cold War
began during the Allied occupation of Japan, from 1945 to 1952, when Japanese-American
ties deepened further than ever before.5 During the U.S occupation, the Americans, as good
winners, were generous, and the Japanese, as good losers, studied hard.6 Given the archrivalry
between the two countries during World War II, this was an irony of history. Interestingly
enough, and contrary to the German case, where the United States acquiesced to the estab-
lishment of separate occupational zones, Washington opposed all Soviet maneuvers to insti-
tute zonal occupation of Japan.

Between 1947 and the spring of 1950, the United States and Japan drifted toward mutual
realization that American bases must remain on Japanese soil after the conclusion of a peace
treaty. Spiraling Cold War tensions and a civil war in China rendered the idea of great-power-
guaranteed disarmament and neutrality as a solution to the “Japan problem” implausible.7

The escalation of tensions following the triumph of Mao Zedong’s armies in China and
Soviet detonation of an atomic bomb late in 1949 made defense and deterrence from a dis-
tance, with American forces stationed in small numbers on outlying islands, seem impracti-
cal.8 According to George F. Kennan, by 1947 the United States realized that Japan was more
important than China as a potential factor in international political developments, despite
the United States’ strange fascination with China and traditional exaggeration of China’s real
importance.9
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In sharp contrast, however, U.S. postwar policy regarding the Korean peninsula was largely
improvised, riddled with misconceptions, and filled with frustrations.10 The defeat of Japan
did not bring about the united, independent Korean state that the Koreans desired, and the
creation of two Koreas raised a complicated diplomatic dilemma. On the last day of the
Pacific War, the United States hastily proposed, and the Soviet Union agreed to, the use of the
38th parallel as a temporary line for dividing the responsibilities of processing the Japanese
surrender in the Korean peninsula.11 The Occupation Army treated Koreans more as if they
had been defeated than liberated. While controversy persists as to whether the U.S. com-
mand simply committed policy “blunders” or whether it implemented “conscious planning
for counter-revolution,”12 it was clear that Washington concentrated much of its early post-
war attention and resources on Japan and China, and that concern over the future internal
evolution of Korea received lower priority.

Basically, the United States thought that Korea would not be ready for independence
immediately following Japan’s defeat and that a period of multipolar trusteeship over Korea
would be required.13 As Harry S. Truman remarked, other than the Pacific War, Korea was
just a strange land in far-off Asia.14 To the United States, the Korean peninsula was of little
“strategic” value as a location for its troops and bases,15 even if it still had some “political”
importance. The United States had no vital stake in Korea. By June 1949, all U.S. troops had
completed their withdrawal from South Korea, except for the 500-man Military Advisory
Group in Korea (KMAG). It was only after 1949 that the American outlook was modified as
a consequence of Red Chinese growth and the North Korean attack on South Korea.

The outbreak of the Korean War on June 25, 1950, led Washington to revamp its East
Asian policy and accelerate the U.S. effort to build an anti-communist bulwark in Northeast
Asia. Since then, the two bilateral military alliances—the U.S.-Japan alliance and the U.S.-
Korea alliance—have maintained peace and stability in this region for more than forty years.
The three-year Korean War reestablished South Korea as a U.S. client-state par excellence in
the areas of military, economic, and diplomatic relations. The United States has had to con-
tinuously deploy a large-scale military force to protect South Korea, which previously was of
low strategic priority.16

The Korean War had far-reaching consequences for the U.S. occupation policy in Japan.
As soon as war broke out in Korea, the United States reversed its assumption that Korea was
not vital to Japan’s defense and affirmed the interdependence of Japanese and South Korean
security interests. In response to the transfer of U.S. troops from Japan to Korea in 1950,
General MacArthur and Prime Minister Yoshida authorized the formation of a United States–
equipped 75,000-man National Police Reserve Force, which became the prototype of Japan’s
Self-Defense Force (SDF).17

Economically, Japan emerged as a principal beneficiary of the Korean War because of
special procurement arrangements and service contracts it concluded with the United States.
This created the so-called “Korean War boom” in Japan, which raised industrial production
above its prewar level and set the country on the road to economic recovery. The Korean War
prompted the United States to terminate its occupation of Japan in 1952 and to transform its
erstwhile enemy into an ally against the communist axis of the Soviet Union and China by
signing a security treaty with Japan. On September 8, 1951, Prime Minister Yoshida signed
the Peace Treaty with the United States and forty-seven other countries, but not with the
Soviet Union, Poland, or Czechoslovakia. That same afternoon, he signed a bilateral, mutual
security treaty secretly negotiated with the United States.18
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The U.S.-Japan security treaty stipulated Japan’s unilateral and unconditional depen-
dency upon U.S. military protection. During the Korean War, South Korean president Syngman
Rhee insisted that the Japanese security treaty serve as a model for the U.S. security treaty
with South Korea, especially its provisions of a continuous U.S. military presence “in and
about Japan” (Article 1) and the indefinite duration of the treaty’s effectiveness (Article 4).
He also wanted to obtain assurances that the United States would take automatic, direct
military action for South Korea’s defense in the event of external attack. The 1953 Mutual
Defense Treaty between the United States and South Korea was negotiated not only as an-
other integral link in the U.S. regional security chain but also as a prerequisite for Rhee’s
acceptance of the Korean cease-fire agreement. While the United States denied Rhee’s request
that the treaty contain a provision of indefinite effectiveness and instead included a clause
requiring one-year advance notice for termination, Dulles acceded to Rhee’s proposal that
the United States exercise the right of deploying military forces “in and about” South Korea
(Article 4).19 President Rhee indicated that the Korean people were worried more about Ja-
pan than about the Soviet Union.20 In the meantime, under the treaty, the South Korean
government was prohibited from taking “unlawful means” to unify Korea, and the United
States retained freedom of action in determining what to do for South Korea.21 The American
military in this way presented its position that the defense of South Korea was closely related
to the defense of Japan.

Contrary to the U.S.-Japan alliance, the U.S.–South Korean alliance, at least at the begin-
ning, was an alliance with lower strategic value and higher costs for the United States.22 Then
what makes Japan so important to the United States? Historically, it was the potential and
the reality of Japan’s capabilities as a geopolitical rival and an armed adversary. In the post-
war period, Japan was too valuable to be allowed to fall under Soviet control. Had that
happened, the Cold War probably would have been very different. Japan was one of the key
venues of that ideological and economic struggle.23 And the Sino-Soviet military alliance
represented by the Thirty-Year Treaty of Friendship, Alliance and Mutual Assistance signed
in Moscow in February 1950 aroused considerable apprehension among U.S. and Japanese
leaders, who wished to restructure the occupation system along lines consistent with the new
bipolar regional alignment. There was very little prospect of Japan’s diminishing in impor-
tance to the United States or of its being eclipsed in American eyes by any other state in Asia.
And the U.S. preoccupation with Japan has irritated both Koreas.

In the United States, the Korean War helped transform the public’s image of Japan from
that of a ruthless enemy into that of a de facto ally. The security “gifts” it bestowed on
Japan—a formal treaty with the United States, continuation of American bases, increased
numbers of Americans in uniform, and a commitment to rearmament—simultaneously
“solved” an immediate security problem and guaranteed that the solution would remain
controversial for years to come.24

Strategic Intersection

It is an irony of history that Korea helped to cement the U.S.-Japanese alliance in the forma-
tive years of the Cold War. It is often said that the United States intervened promptly in the
Korean War not only for the defense of Korea but more importantly for the defense of Japan.
Many Koreans argue that if the United States had demonstrated before the outbreak of the
Korean War in 1950 the American resolve that became obvious only after the North Korean
attack, the Korean tragedy might have been averted.
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Governed by the rigid principle of the Cold War, the United States effectively influenced
the diplomatic posture of Japan and South Korea; neither of these Northeast Asian allies was
allowed to deviate from the staunch anti-Beijing leadership of the United States. A represen-
tative example was that Japan, during the tenure of Prime Minister Yoshida Shigeru, at-
tempted to lay down a good-neighbor policy with China based on Yoshida’s prediction that
geography and economic laws would in the long run prevail over any ideological differences
and artificial barriers. But Yoshida’s plan was tempered under U.S. pressure and he estab-
lished diplomatic relations instead with the Chiang Kai-shek government in Taiwan rather
than the government in Beijing.25

Locked in a deadly confrontation with the Soviet Union, the United States had a far
greater stake in containing communism than did Japan. The year 1960 was a watershed in
the United States–Japan military alliance. After long and difficult negotiations, the United
States and Japan signed the revised security treaty in Washington. Even though the new
treaty accommodated much of Japan’s desire for sovereign independence and reciprocal ob-
ligations, it aroused the greatest mass movement in Japan’s political history.26 At the core of
this emotional explosion was the shared perception that the new treaty violated Article 9 of
the Japanese Constitution, confirmed Japan’s subservience to U.S. regional military interests,
and increased the probability of Japan’s involvement in a U.S. war in Asia.27 The clause of
“prior consultation” was an important innovation requested by Japan. Yet the new treaty
only reaffirmed Japan’s intention to permit the use of U.S. facilities in Japan for the United
Nations Command in South Korea, and the United States enjoyed the same military-base
rights in Japan as before. And the first U.S. assurance to provide Japan with a nuclear um-
brella was made by U.S. president Johnson in January 1965, about three months after China
carried out its first nuclear explosion.28 During this period, the United States was willing to
pay a disproportionate share of alliance costs while facilitating Japan’s economic develop-
ment and giving Japan access to America’s vast markets and technology.

Successive Japanese governments have placed primary reliance on the United States for
their foreign policy, allowing Japan to concentrate on social modernization and economic
growth. The scant attention Japan paid to foreign policy and national security during the
1950s and 1960s reflected the Japanese preference for seikei bunri (the separation of politics
and economics) and demonstrated Japan’s satisfaction with its relationship with the United
States, which deeply reflected Japan’s realism in adjusting to a new international environ-
ment. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, however, several issues shook this relationship. U.S.
economic policies began increasingly to conflict with Japanese trade policies, and the an-
nouncement of the Nixon Doctrine appeared to herald a fundamental change in American
foreign policy. The “new economic policy” of the Nixon administration together with the
sudden announcement of a thaw in Sino-American relations—the “Nixon shocks”—led grow-
ing numbers of Japanese to question the durability of Japanese-American cooperation.29

To Japan, the Nixon Doctrine seemed to contain serious flaws and contradictions.30 Ja-
pan expected the United States to maintain close consultation and cooperation. The failure
of the United States to inform the Japanese government sufficiently in advance of its initia-
tives toward the People’s Republic of China, together with the Shanghai Communiqué issued
on February 27, 1972, at the conclusion of President Nixon’s visit to China, heightened
Japanese suspicions that the United States had downgraded the Japanese-American relation-
ship. Insufficient communication during the last days of the government of South Vietnam
further helped to convince many Japanese that less importance was being attached by the
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United States to its alliance relationships, especially in Asia. The energy crisis provided Japan
with further incentive to escape from the shadow of the United States.

Herein lies the contradiction of U.S. security policy toward Japan. To the Japanese, the
United States has seemed ambivalent and unclear with respect to Japanese security policies,
and, more importantly, with respect to the broad course desirable for Japanese foreign policy.
Indeed, Japanese leaders believed that Americans must have stressed to the Chinese the im-
portance of a continuing American presence in East Asia in order to oppose any move on the
part of Japan toward remilitarization and nuclearization. At the same time, however, Ameri-
can officials encouraged the assumption of greater Japanese responsibility for self-defense,
including the acquisition of the most modern conventional weapons.

Japan and the United States share a common interest in maintaining peace and stability
on the Korean peninsula, but differ in the specific roles they can play. The United States
insisted on inserting the clause in the 1969 Nixon-Sato communiqué noting that South Korea
is essential to Japanese security.31 Japan formally accepted this thesis with its statement in the
communiqué that developments regarding the ROK and Taiwan did affect the security of
Japan.32 And yet how essential South Korea is and exactly what role Japan would play in a
Korean emergency have remained ambiguous.33 In the wake of South Vietnam’s fall, Japan
emphasized that U.S. troops be maintained in South Korea. Tokyo also objected to President
Carter’s troop withdrawal plan in 1977. But Japan has been unwilling to assume a direct
military role in the defense of Korea for fear that it might be dragged into a Korean conflict
involving China and the Soviet Union. Besides, Japan has left the door open to North Korea
by maintaining nonpolitical relations with it.

Like the United States, Japan in the early 1970s sought to exploit the Sino-Soviet rift by
maintaining better relations with both China and the Soviet Union than either could enjoy
with the other. The government of Tanaka Kakuei, which succeeded the Sato administration,
normalized its relations with China on the terms demanded by the People’s Republic of China.
The traditional “love–hate relationship” between Japan and China appeared to have entered
a new era following the Nixon-Kissinger China initiative.34

In the face of growing Soviet forces in the Western Pacific and the East Sea (Sea of Japan),
the United States called upon Japan to develop its own naval and air capabilities, enough to
protect the sea lanes of communication up to 1,000 miles from the Japanese islands. At the
same time, the United States pressed Japan to take unilateral steps to reduce its huge trade
surplus with the United States. Until the late 1970s, talk of joint planning was taboo, joint
exercises were out of the question, and intelligence exchanges were sparse. Naval coopera-
tion was the furthest advanced, but this was carefully shielded from the public. And although
the Japanese relied on the U.S. nuclear umbrella, they preferred to keep it at arm’s length.

In preparing the 1982 budget, the Suzuki cabinet approved a 7.7 percent increase in
military spending, the first time defense expenditures increased at a higher rate than spending
on social programs. And at the 18th U.S.-Japanese Security Consultative Committee meet-
ing, held in January 1982, the Japanese government finally agreed to carry out a joint study
on contingency planning for a crisis situation in areas outside Japan, including Korea. Under
U.S. urging, the Japanese Defense Agency’s White Paper for 1981 came to terms with the
reality of growing Soviet and North Korean military strength.35 The U.S. efforts to secure
Northeast Asia and the Western Pacific from the Soviet threats required a new collective
defense posture, which apparently included China as a potential security partner, the facilita-
tion of defense sharing with Korea and Japan, and the enhancement of Korea–Japan military
relations as a supplement to the already-initiated U.S.–China–Japan trilateral entente.36
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Japan thus conducted joint military exercises with U.S. forces in its territories, in the
Philippines, and in the Pacific, but never with U.S. forces in Korea. The majority of Korean
intellectuals were worried by the possibility that the United States, confronted with ever-
growing Soviet military threats, would continue to push for an ROK-Japan-U.S. trilateral
military connection. Without any direct contacts between Korea and Japan, however, accom-
plishing tripartite military cooperation in order to handle the Soviet Union as well as North
Korea was too difficult a task for the United States. While the United States and Japan pur-
sued regional deterrence under the framework of the bilateral military alliance, Korea was
totally committed to its own defense against the North Korean threat. And the differences in
interests, capabilities, and responsibilities acted as a constraint on possible trilateral military
cooperation or coordination between the United States, Japan, and Korea.

Present and Future Aspects of the Alliance

A New Function for the U.S.-Japan Alliance

With the advent of the post–Cold War era, the bilateral relationship between the United
States and Japan, once a single component of a much larger global confrontation with the
Soviet Union, is still so important to the security of each country that its health has become a
determinant of fundamental security principles and doctrines for both Washington and To-
kyo. For the United States, the future of the security relationship will have profound conse-
quences for its ability to stay engaged with forward deployed forces in East Asia and the
Pacific. The outcome will have definitive ramifications for the regional and global balance of
power. For Japan, the nature of the ties with the United States is basic to every other aspect of
national security. As Ezra Vogel points out, the alliance with the United States is the only
successful way for Japan to avoid direct military competition with China while providing for
its own security.37

In the first years of the Clinton presidency, the alliance was subject to new pressures and
strains. However, the North Korean nuclear issue, the possibility of regime collapse, and the
China factor provided a good justification for the reinforcement of the U.S.-Japan military
alliance. The nuclearization of North Korea would be extremely threatening to Japan. Any
military conflict resulting from the issue would be destabilizing to the region and to Japan
itself. Japan would be seriously affected by the outcome of the negotiation as well.38 Japan
also had to be conscious of a possible breakthrough in U.S.–North Korea relations, as it did
not wish to repeat the embarrassment of 1972 when the United States improved its relations
with China by bypassing Japan, a series of events that was known in Japan as the “Nixon
shock.” For all these reasons, and despite the frequent cabinet changes during the period,
Japan cooperated closely with the United States, participating actively in policy coordination
and pledging financial contributions to the high-cost light-water reactor project. This crisis,
together with the Taiwan issue in March 1996, prompted the Joint Defense Declaration
between President Clinton and Japanese prime minister Ryutaro Hashimoto.

Comparatively speaking, the security environment in East Asia is more benign and less
threatening than it has been in decades, despite its continued uncertainty and volatility. Thus,
the external threats to the U.S.-Japan alliance have paled. The balance of forces among the
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major powers—China, Russia, Japan, and the United States—appears reasonably stable. The
United States, as the only remaining superpower, is not only maintaining but also expanding
its role as “protector” worldwide. It has vowed to maintain 100,000 troops in both Asia and
Europe.39 The prospect of military conflict among the major powers is remote; all are pursu-
ing generally moderate policies in Asia; each is preoccupied with domestic problems; rela-
tions among them are more or less amicable; and they have collaborated on occasion to
defuse regional conflicts, such as those in Cambodia and Korea. Both a Russo-Japanese and
a Sino-Japanese alignment seem extremely unlikely. The reestablishment of a Sino-Russian
alliance appears equally implausible. In short, a belligerent China is far from a foregone
conclusion and, in any event, China will not pose a credible military threat to the U.S.-Japan
alliance for at least a decade.40

The April 1996 Tokyo summit meeting between Prime Minister Hashimoto and Presi-
dent Clinton and the U.S.-Japan Joint Declaration on Security—Alliance for the 21st Century
put the U.S.-Japan security relationship back on track following the tragic Okinawa rape
incident and bilateral trade disputes. But the declaration brought about the related concern
that the Joint Declaration, by focusing on the revitalization of the alliance, signaled a shift in
the U.S.-Japan alliance away from the defense of Japan toward the containment of China,
which would be worrisome to Chinese decision makers. The sensitivity shown by the Chinese
leadership might be related to domestic politics, and possibly the most worrisome scenario
for the Chinese is the prospect of American and Japanese forces cooperating under the um-
brella of the U.S.-Japan alliance in response to a use of force by the mainland to prevent
Taiwan from becoming independent. Yet the Joint Declaration also stressed the need for
close cooperation with China and emphasized China’s positive and constructive role in the
stability and prosperity of the region. This can be considered a new attempt at establishing a
desirable triangle in this region.

The Korea Factor

American officials stressed that the primary intent of the 1996 Joint Declaration was to allay
Japan’s security concerns and thereby, through promises to maintain U.S. forces in Japan and
East Asia, to dissuade it from becoming a military power. The Americans further contended
that this would help discourage an arms race among Asian countries, including China and
Japan. However, to many Koreans, Japan seems to be seeking a political and even military
role commensurate with its economic influence. A deeper cause of Korea’s suspicion is the
ambiguities in and contradictions between Japan’s constitutional position on defense and
what happens in reality. South Koreans are generally very sensitive to any regional role that
Japan might play. Even though the new summit declaration between Clinton and Hashimoto
included many other more important items than the possibility of Japan playing a regional
role, such as reaffirmation of the 1960 Security Treaty, the continued presence of U.S. troops,
U.S.-Japan cooperation in weapons development, and so on, South Korean media and com-
mentators talked about the United States giving a green light to Japan to augment its military
capability and to play a regional role.

Nevertheless, the declaration ultimately encouraged Korea to consider the formulation
of a comprehensive and long-term security relationship with the United States while main-
taining balanced policies toward China and Japan. South Korea is beginning to recognize the
need for a Korean version of the Nye Initiative: an exploration of the medium and long-term
future of U.S.–South Korea—and possibly U.S.–South Korea–Japan—security cooperation.
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Some efforts were made along these lines in the mid-1990s, but Koreans were apprehensive
about this for several reasons. First, South Korea was conscious of its relations with China.
Second, South Korea was reluctant to play a regional role when the security situation on the
Korean peninsula was critical. Finally, South Korea feared the cost of weapons systems such
as the theater missile defense system.

Having seen the positive outcome of this initiative in U.S.-Japan security relations, South
Korea is more receptive to considering such a long-term arrangement. So far, a productive
debate on this issue has been suppressed, however, because of overwhelming domestic issues
and needs. As in other countries, or perhaps even more so, there has been close linkage
between domestic politics and security policies in South Korea. Regarding the Joint Declara-
tion and the Clinton-Hashimoto summit, some Koreans think the United States deputized
Japan to carry out the U.S. role as policeman in the region.41 Korean concerns about the Joint
Declaration seem ironic since the declaration has as one of its primary objectives improving
the U.S. ability to defend Korea, with appropriate Japanese support.42

The Joint Declaration emphasized the need for cooperation between the United States
and Japan “in dealing with situations that may emerge in the areas surrounding Japan,”
meaning Korea.43 In the 1996 summit Japan agreed to review the eighteen-year-old guide-
lines for military cooperation with the United States during a military crisis. The defense
guidelines review established another benchmark in that it redefined Japan’s role in the post–
Cold War relationship and enabled Japan to make moderate contributions to regional secu-
rity by enhancing practical rear-area operational, logistical, and material support and base
access for U.S. forces.44 The new guidelines for Japan-U.S. bilateral defense cooperation make
Japan better able to cope with regional conflicts in the post–Cold War era.45 The United
States also hopes to make Japan’s roles—such as minesweeping, inspecting foreign ships, and
transporting arms and ammunition—subject to bilateral cooperation under the new guide-
lines.46

There is little possibility that in the event of a North Korean attack upon the South Japan
would not support the U.S. military operation to defend Korea.47 Nevertheless, both Korea
and Japan still seem to hold the view that direct military ties between them are neither pos-
sible nor desirable. In addition, neither expects any direct Japanese military contributions in
the event of renewed military clashes on the Korean peninsula, even if a phenomenal expan-
sion in Korean-Japanese military contacts occurs. In the meantime, the United States seems
to anticipate that Japan will end the interpretation that bans collective self-defense and will
expand its definition of legitimate self-defense to include wide support for regional contin-
gencies. By thus reducing asymmetries in both political authority and military responsibility
in the alliance, the security relationship between the United States and Japan could be strength-
ened.

Japanese support is crucial to the defense of Korea in the event of hostilities on the pen-
insula. The failure of Japan to provide adequate support for any U.S. effort to defend Korea
in the face of North Korean aggression could be an alliance-breaker. Conversely, the Ameri-
can presence in Japan is closely linked to support for Korean and other contingencies. There-
fore, the peaceful reunification of Korea, desirable by all measures, would nonetheless place
considerable strain on the U.S. ability to justify 100,000 troops forward deployed in Asia
(primarily in Japan and on the Korean peninsula). Even though this forward presence serves
many other useful purposes, “the defense of Korea” clearly represents the “worst-case” sce-
nario and provides the primary (and most politically acceptable and persuasive) justification
for U.S. forces remaining forward deployed today. Should the United States desire to main-
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tain a sizable forward presence in Northeast Asia after reunification, the rationale for this
would be more difficult politically to articulate than the convenient, widely accepted “North
Korean threat.” Additionally, the removal of troops from Korea would increase pressure—
both in the United States and Japan—to reduce or withdraw completely U.S. Japan-based
forces as well.

The one wild card in all this is China. It is conceivable that Chinese actions between now
and any eventual Korean reunification may convince Japanese and perhaps Korean officials
that U.S. forces are required. However, this is certainly not a circumstance to be desired. In
fact, China, for its part, shares many of the same objectives as the United States regarding the
Korean peninsula. It wants to keep Korea denuclearized. It wants stability. It wants to pre-
vent armed conflict or any other disruption that could involve China. China does not want
millions of North Korean refugees pouring across its border. China wants to be able to con-
centrate on its internal development. As shown during the North Korean nuclear crisis and in
its handling of the Hwang Jang-Yop defection case, China seems to want to play a construc-
tive role regarding Korea in a way that it regards as feasible and appropriate. In this regard,
China will not be opposed to the improvement of relations between North Korea and the
United States.

Nonetheless, China has an ambivalent attitude toward U.S. troops in Korea. It recognizes
their positive role in reassuring and restraining Japan. But it does not like the implication that
they are part of a U.S. containment policy toward China. China has shown exceptional sen-
sitivity toward the U.S.-Japan joint security declaration. For whatever reason, the Chinese
seem to be genuinely concerned with a U.S.–Japan–South Korean alliance against China.
Regarding North Korea, China has been providing aid and is watching closely what others
are willing to do so that it can take up the slack to keep North Korea afloat. If Korea is
unified, there would be stronger pressure on the United States to leave the region because
there would be no strategic enemy, and an Asian balance of power would have been estab-
lished. In this case, Korea would be the smallest power among its larger neighbors. Would
China accept a unified Korea allied with the United States and tucked under the U.S. nuclear
umbrella? Would the United States and Japan be happy if Korea chooses instead to ally itself
with China? Or would Korea take an independent route, seeking to play its neighbors off
against each other while acquiring its own nuclear weapons as a guarantee of an independent
security capability? This would put direct pressure on Japan to go nuclear and would create
serious tensions in Korean-American relations.

Thus, even after reunification the U.S.-Japan alliance would play another crucial role in
Korea’s security: it would provide Korea with a certain degree of confidence that Japan will
not become a threat in the future. Anti-Japanese sentiments are already proving to be a
unifying force in Sino-ROK relations and could have significant ramifications for the post-
reunification security framework for Northeast Asia. ROK-Japan cooperation is important
to long-term stability in Asia, however, and, more immediately, appears crucial to the success
of the U.S.-initiated Agreed Framework and Development Organization (KEDO) efforts to
denuclearize North Korea.

The Dynamics of Small Triangles
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In addition to the large strategic triangle of the United States, Japan, and China, the so-called
small triangles composed of the United States, South Korea, and North Korea, on the one
hand, and the two Koreas and Japan, on the other, are also significant in that these relations
affect the validity of the U.S.-Japan security relationship. While the U.S.-Japan joint security
declaration was issued by the United States and Japan for the purpose of creating more
favorable security circumstances in this area, the small-triangle subsystems around the Ko-
rean peninsula can have some impact on the initiative itself as contextual variables. These
two variables are the main anomaly in the security relationship between the United States,
Japan, and South Korea. They frequently are influenced by the domestic elements in each
country, giving rise to the need for analysis of the political factors involved in security issues.
In this section, the historical and political aspects of these two factors will be examined.

The Two Koreas and Japan

Since the beginning of the Cold War, South Koreans have felt that their country was per-
ceived by the United States and Japan as being important not in itself but only insofar as it
affected the security of either country. This phenomenon was also reflected in Korean-Japa-
nese relations. U.S. policy toward South Korea, in other words, was considered just a func-
tion of U.S.–Japan relations. But with the emergence of the post-Cold War era, the Korean
peninsula became a key regional contingency agendum for U.S. security policy, providing a
raison d’être for the maintenance of the U.S.-Japan military alliance. South Koreans admit
that Japan should play a role supporting Korea-U.S. military actions in the event of a Korean
contingency, but a “supplementary” role, which is difficult to define.

For four hundred years since the Hideyoshi invasion of Korea, there has been no love lost
between these two proud and energetic peoples. Although Japan moved ahead of Korea
through early modernization in the nineteenth century, and ruled Korea for thirty-five years
in the twentieth century, Korea never accepted nor recognized Japan’s “superiority.” Histori-
cally speaking, a substantial portion of Japan’s cultural and ethnic roots are either primitive
Korean or derive from Sinified Korean culture.48 Korea will be the litmus test of Japan’s
willingness to surmount its past.49 Anti-Americanism among certain younger Korean intel-
lectuals does not translate into “follow Japan” sentiment. Japan, through its conquest and
rule of Korea, awakened and sustained Korean nationalism. It has provided the negative and
yet the most powerful symbol for Korean nationalism, a national enemy. It is a handy scape-
goat for both Koreas. The leaders of both Koreas have routinely cultivated anti-Japanese
sentiments to deflect attention from their own domestic mistakes and excesses. Popular ani-
mosities usually interfere with and prevent smooth relations. In South Korea’s case, this most
frequently translates into criticism of Japan for economic “imperialism.” The United States
also is criticized by Korean radicals as an imperialist out to colonize Korea, but the allega-
tions against Japan strike a special chord because of the history of the Greater East Asian Co-
Prosperity Sphere.

In contrast, the Japanese have contended that the Koreans are ungrateful for the contri-
butions they have made to Korea’s modernization, while asserting that South Korea also
benefits from the American-Japanese military relations. The undeniable fact of the matter is
that all three parties involved are beneficiaries of these military-security arrangements and all
three are therefore obliged to assume responsibility for Northeast Asian stability as well as
their own security in the face of security challenges.

Seoul’s policy since 1965 has been to prevent or discourage Japan from dealing with
North Korea in any way that even indirectly bolsters the legitimacy or other policy goals of
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the Pyongyang government. Its policy has been only moderately successful in that Japan has
scrupulously avoided any official contacts with the DPRK. Until the early 1980s, Japan had
nonetheless implemented its long-standing policy of seikei bunri (separation of politics from
economics) vis-à-vis North Korea, although the Treaty of Basic Relations between the Re-
public of Korea and Japan confirmed that the Government of the Republic of Korea is “the
only lawful Government in Korea.”50 Seoul and Washington have shown consternation over
Tokyo’s determination to maintain a veneer of equidistance in its relations with South Korea
and North Korea.51 Whenever Japan has acted in a way that seemed to be interfering in
South Korea’s domestic politics or seeking an “equidistance” between North and South Ko-
rea, diplomatic relations have been strained.

Of course, Japan occasionally recognized Korea’s security needs because to do so pleased
the United States. The United States has maintained that South Korea’s security is more
important to Japan than the Japanese themselves think.52 Until the 1970s, Japanese leaders
were not overly concerned with the security of Korea, even if the Vietnam War and the
content of the Nixon Doctrine, as Japan interpreted them, made the Japanese somewhat
more sensitive to issues related to its security. Even the decisions by the United States in 1970
to reduce troop strength in Korea and to withdraw all combat air units from Japan aroused
but mild concern among government officials. Their relatively relaxed attitude about the
Korean situation was sustained by the following assessments: neither the Soviet Union nor
Communist China desired a war in Korea; North Korea was effectively restrained by these
two countries; North Korea could not wage a war on a sustained basis without the assistance
of these neighbors; and there was a balance of military power in Korea.53

At times, Japan seemed to be acting on South Korea’s behalf, as in the case of President
Carter’s plan for a phased withdrawal of the U.S. ground troops from South Korea. Carter’s
plan baffled the Japanese government. Carter made the decision without any prior consulta-
tion with Tokyo, and the Fukuda cabinet made its opposition to the troop withdrawal plan
known to the Carter administration. The Japanese were concerned that Carter’s decision
might persuade the North Koreans to try again to conquer the South. Under such circum-
stances, they wondered if they could continue to have faith in the United States as a depend-
able ally. This protest was the most graphic and successful episode of Japanese proxy lobby-
ing, even if it was not satisfactory to the South Korean government. Japan would never have
undertaken any such diplomatic intervention advocating Seoul’s cause, however, if that inter-
vention had not also served Japan’s national interests in explicit ways. Tokyo has been reluc-
tant to publicly embrace Seoul’s policy, mainly for domestic reasons. Signs of Japanese sup-
port for Seoul’s security policy have become rallying grounds for galvanizing what may only
be called the military allergy of the Japanese public, for anything that takes on a military
nature is frowned upon as being detrimental to peace and Japanese interests.

Many Japanese and Japanese military leaders, in particular, saw Korea as a “dagger pointed
at the heart of Japan.” This was one reason or excuse for Japan’s annexation of the Korean
peninsula in 1910. Even Japanese moderates pointed out that the Republic of Korea was in a
position, both historically and geographically, to determine Japan’s fate. As a matter of fact,
a divided Korea, with the United States committed to the security of the Republic of Korea,
offers Japan concrete advantages compared to those provided by a unified Korea, regardless
of how unification might occur. During the Cold War period, Japan was concerned about a
unified communist Korea, because it would have been posed strategic dangers. Another con-
cern stems from Japan’s economic ties to South Korea.54
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In the wake of the collapse of the Communist bloc, Japan began to worry about a unified
noncommunist Korea, which also could pose security problems for Japan. Therefore, Japan
hopes to enjoy considerable political leverage by playing off the needs, hopes, and aspira-
tions of the two Korean states as each tries to use Japan to get an edge on its antagonist. It is
better for Japan that the Korean people ferment in their divided state, casting aspersions on
each other, rather than shelve their ideological differences and turn their united attention to
Japan.

The Japanese government explored the possibility of establishing a formal relationship
with North Korea, particularly after the establishment of the U.S.-PRC diplomatic relation-
ship. Japan apparently hoped to initiate a diplomatic breakthrough on the Korean question
by making the first move in the major-power “cross-recognition” scheme. In the post–Cold
War environment, the Japanese anticipated growing pressures on the United States to scale
back its security responsibilities in Asia. This could leave China in a position to exert sub-
stantially greater influence on the Korean peninsula. Strategic thinkers in Japan felt this war-
ranted some effort by Tokyo to balance China’s influence in Pyongyang as well as in Seoul.
Also, the Japanese hoped that improvement in Japan–DPRK relations would moderate
Pyongyang’s vitriolic propaganda attacks against Japan’s growing influence in the Asian re-
gion.

The autumn of 1990 saw the beginning of another serious attempt to further Japan–
North Korea relations.55 This phase was initiated by North Korea, which has found itself
both economically strapped and increasingly isolated politically. North Korea tried hard to
develop contacts with the ruling LDP in a manner reminiscent of the Chinese approaches in
the early 1970s, and it took advantage of a visit to Pyongyang in September 1990 by a senior
LDP politician, Shin Kanemaru, to secure commitments to normalize relations and pay “com-
pensation” not just for the colonial period but also for the post-1945 period. Commercial
benefits also beckoned. But the Japanese foreign ministry watered down these commitments.
In addition to the questions of Japan’s compensation for its colonial rule of Korea, there were
other thorny issues to address, including inspection of North Korea’s nuclear facilities,56 the
boundaries of North Korea’s jurisdiction,57 and handling of the Li Unhye issue.58 Since that
time the Japanese government has become more worried about North Korea as a disruptive
factor in Northeast Asia.

Today, Japan has an ambivalent attitude toward North Korea and the unification issue.
Japan wants to improve relations with Pyongyang. It is an active participant in the KEDO
process. But it has been at best passive in providing food aid to North Korea since 1995,
when it gave substantial aid. Now it does not want to be seen as toeing the U.S. line and
having to assume an excessive burden. Nor does it wish to move ahead of South Korea,
which does not want to see Japan move too fast or too far. But it will be difficult to maintain
this passive policy for long. Sooner or later, Japan will find a rationale to provide aid and
improve relations with North Korea. Japan will want to do this in consultation with the
United States and South Korea, but not necessarily following in their footsteps.

The U.S.–South Korea Alliance and North Korea

It is extraordinary that two countries, the United States and South Korea, which are so far
apart geographically, so different in culture and ethnic background, and so asymmetrical in
power and perceptions, have been able to maintain friendly and cooperative relations for
such a long time. Since the bilateral relationship between the two countries was established in
the post–World War II period, it has survived the vicissitudes of domestic politics and impor-
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tant changes in the international environment.59 South Korea has shown a greater willingness
to become more self-reliant, not only in the economic and political arenas but in national
defense as well, while the United States has become too preoccupied with its own domestic
and foreign problems to act as a full-fledged protector of South Korea.

The security structure on the Korean peninsula consists of a Mutual Defense Treaty (1953)
between South Korea and the United States, defense treaties (1960) between North Korea on
the one hand and China and Russia (the USSR) on the other, and the Korean Armistice
(1953) that ended the Korean War. Of these arrangements, only the ROK-U.S. Mutual De-
fense Treaty maintains its robust existence. The treaty is backed by the presence of more than
37,000 U.S. troops in Korea.

But with the emergence of the post–Cold War era, Pyongyang is trying hard to please the
United States as a means of surmounting its strapped economy and diplomatic isolation.
North Korea has not only frozen its nuclear program, but is also allowing full inspection of
the freeze by IAEA inspectors. The United States, for its part, does not want to be left out of
the cross-relationship game on the Korean peninsula. China and Russia already have diplo-
matic relations with both North Korea and South Korea. The United States does not want to
be the only power that has an official relationship with only one part of Korea. If not full
diplomatic normalization, the United States will want to move to establish some kind of
official relationship, such as exchange of liaison offices. In fact, the South Korean govern-
ment of President Roh Tae-Woo declared that it would welcome improvement in the rela-
tionship between the United States and North Korea. Ever since, however, South Korea has
been concerned that any improvement in the U.S.–North Korea relationship might weaken
the U.S. security commitment to South Korea. South Korea has been particularly concerned
that North Korea might improve its relations with either the United States or Japan while the
North–South Korea relationship remains stalled. Seoul reasons that, if Pyongyang can im-
prove its relations with Tokyo or Washington without improving relations with Seoul, it will
continue to ignore and bypass South Korea.

Thus, the North Korean factor is the most important element in the South Korea–U.S.
relationship. It is probably difficult for the United States to understand the emotional side of
this issue for South Korea. The United States’ alliance with South Korea exists mainly to
deter a North Korean attack. For South Korea, however, the alliance is more than a simple
security guarantee. It is symbol and substance of the United States siding with and support-
ing South Korea in a family feud that goes beyond the security dimension. Any act of be-
friending North Korea by the United States is going to be viewed in South Korea with misgiv-
ings, even if a new balance of power between the two Koreas emphatically indicates that
both time and luck are on the South Korean side.

South Korea has been concerned that the United States is moving toward a two-Koreas
policy. There is debate within both the United States and South Korea regarding such a
policy. Those in the United States who favor establishing relations with Pyongyang argue
that the United States needs a handle on North Korea; that it is better to have North Korea
dependent on the United States than not; that South Korea already has a relationship with
China and Russia; and that normalizing relations would ultimately contribute to North–
South Korean dialogue. Those who argue against such a relationship point to the continuing
transgressions on the part of North Korea regarding its nuclear program, human rights,
missiles, biochemical weapons, and forward military deployment as well as to Seoul’s objec-
tions resulting from Pyongyang’s refusal to talk with South Korea.
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With the advent of a new administration in South Korea, the United States and Japan
have expressed high expectations not only of South Korea’s flexibility in inter-Korean rela-
tions but also of their respective relations with the North. The new South Korean govern-
ment is understood to have opted for a so-called “sunshine” policy toward the North—i.e.,
seeking peaceful coexistence and gradual integration as opposed to conditional engagement
or the “taming the North” policies of the past. South Korea’s new president, Kim Dae-jung,
has said he would like to see the DPRK improve its ties with the United States and Japan in
harmony with an improvement in inter-Korean relations. The Kim administration, for its
part, has lifted its linkage politics between North–South Korea relations and North Korea’s
diplomatic ties with either the United States or Japan. He holds that improved ties with the
United States and Japan will eventually help bring North Korea out of isolation and that a
sudden collapse of North Korea is not desirable. In other words, the South Korean govern-
ment, rather than pursuing containment of the North, is taking measures to gradually trans-
form the DPRK through active engagement policies. Of course, it still leaves room for contin-
gencies.

Another debate is whether the United States should and can maintain the presence of its
troops in Korea after unification or in the absence of a North Korean threat. For reasons of
balance of power and the prevention of an arms race in Northeast Asia, the United States
seems keen on continuing the presence of its troops on the peninsula. If the U.S. troops are
removed from Korea, it will be politically difficult to maintain their presence in Japan since it
will be the only country in Asia to have foreign (American) troops on its soil. It is not a
foregone conclusion that South Korea will want to have U.S. troops removed from Korea
after unification, however. This decision will very much depend on the judgment of the South
Korean leadership and how effectively it can persuade the public on this issue. Some Ameri-
can experts seem to argue that drastic measures related to U.S. troops may be a key to reduc-
ing military tension. They urge the U.S. administration to take the initiative regarding the
U.S. troop presence in South Korea. According to them, economic inducements alone would
not by themselves be a catalyst for change but would need to be supplemented by confidence-
building measures in the military arena. In order to achieve this, according to this minority
view, it is necessary for the United States to take the initiative—by unilaterally reducing the
number of U.S. troops stationed in Korea, for example. So far, the official position of the
United States, as clarified by Stanley Roth, the assistant secretary of state for East Asian and
Pacific affairs, is that the U.S. military presence in Korea is not an issue that is negotiable. He
allowed, however, that the structure of U.S. forces might be discussed during the final stages
of the conclusion of a peace treaty.

On the whole, in the past half century of Korea’s national division there has never before
now been a more favorable international environment nor a more complex challenge for a
peaceful resolution of the Korean question.

IV. Conclusion

Based on the discussion in the preceding sections, we are in a position to address the ques-
tions raised in the introduction.

First was the question of Korean perceptions regarding the origin of the U.S.-Japan alli-
ance. For the most part, Koreans understood this alliance as the U.S. reaction to the Soviet
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threat and part of its post–World War II containment policy. As such, Koreans did not regard
the alliance as a measure to defend Korea; rather, they saw it the other way around—that is,
the U.S. security commitment to and presence in Korea was a way to maintain the U.S.-Japan
alliance and to protect Japan from the Soviet or Chinese threat. Even before the formal
conclusion of a mutual defense treaty between the United States and Japan, the U.S. involve-
ment in the Korean War was seen as an effort to prevent the Korean domino from falling, lest
it would affect Japan’s security. Koreans understood that the United States regarded Korea as
not much more than a forward base in its policy of protecting Japan.

As the U.S.-Japan alliance evolved, however, Koreans saw its usefulness for their own
security. But Koreans had mixed feelings regarding what they considered an excessively close
alliance relationship between the United States and Japan. Koreans worried about the possi-
bility of the United States transferring, if slowly and gradually, the responsibility of defending
Korea and maintaining regional peace and stability to Japan. Such a concern among the
Koreans was especially great in the early 1970s, when the United States appeared to be re-
ducing its military presence in Asia as it pursued the Nixon Doctrine and rapprochement
with China.

Korean perceptions of the U.S.-Japan alliance have also been affected by two sets of
issues: Japan’s position on the Korean peninsula and the U.S. role and policy toward Japan–
Korea relations. On the question of Japan’s policy toward the Korean peninsula, there is a
perception in Korea that Japan does not necessarily favor an early unification of Korea.
Regardless of the validity of this perception, frequent mention by some Japanese of a “Korea
threat” after Korea is unified tends to reinforce Japan’s negative attitude toward Korean
unification. Such perceptions on the part of many Koreans translate into Korean ambiva-
lence toward close ties between the United States and Japan. On the one hand, Koreans
appreciate the fact that the health and strength of the alliance will help better protect South
Korea. For a good part of the 1970s and 1980s, however, Koreans were concerned that the
United States was condoning, if not encouraging, what they considered to be a Japanese
military buildup. Furthermore, Koreans worry that Japan may try to dissuade the United
States from actively supporting early Korean unification.

Regarding the U.S. role and policy toward Japan–Korea relations, Koreans naturally
would like to see the United States take a more sympathetic position on a number of issues—
whether Japan’s apology for the past, territorial disputes, textbooks, attitudes toward Ja-
pan–Korea relations, or the treatment of Korean residents in Japan. Understandably, the
United States has refrained from taking sides on bilateral issues between Japan and Korea.
Furthermore, because of the size of Japan’s economy and for strategic reasons, the United
States tends to place greater importance on its relationship with Japan than with Korea.
When General Douglas MacArthur was the supreme commander of the Allied powers and
ruled over Japan, the supply line to Korea was by way of Japan, a fact which rendered Korea
to be of secondary importance in the minds of the U.S. military leaders in Japan, including
General MacArthur himself. Koreans see U.S. representatives in Japan to be generally promi-
nent people within U.S. political, academic, or diplomatic circles. They also perceive that
Japanese leaders are accorded more respect and attention than their Korean counterparts.
Although all these manifestations of what Koreans consider to be inequality between Japan
and Korea may be the inevitable result of political reality, Koreans are nevertheless unhappy.
They often regard Japan as being in the way of South Korean attempts to forge a closer
relationship with the United States. Clearly, this is an unfair assessment of the situation.
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However, there is also no question that Koreans have mixed feelings about a close U.S.–
Japan relationship.

Koreans do not think there is a direct linkage between any possible contingency on the
Korean peninsula and the role of the U.S.-Japan security framework, particularly the role of
Japan on the Korean peninsula, except that they see the possibility of the United States per-
suading Japan to be supportive of peace, stability, and possibly the unification of the Korean
peninsula. A case in point is the Japanese participation in KEDO. Japan is not only a core
member of the organization but also makes crucial contributions to financing and
operating KEDO and the light-water reactor project that it is intended to promote and manage.

Although South Korea has been a staunch ally of the United States and a virtual ally of
Japan by virtue of that alliance, practically all security consultations have been conducted
bilaterally with the United States as the linchpin rather than through a trilateral mechanism.
This situation creates a dilemma for South Korea regarding where it should place itself be-
tween the United States and Japan. Clearly, the United States is an ally. With Japan, there are
many serious disputes and even more suspicions. Although South Korea does not actively
seek a trilateral security mechanism, it is also aware that neither the United States nor Japan
is eager for such a mechanism for fear that it might “dilute” the U.S.-Japan alliance. It is thus
inevitable that the three-way virtual alliance is conducted through bilateral relationships
between the three countries.

The most vexing problem for South Korea is where to place itself in the geopolitical game
among the United States, Japan, and China. With the end of the Cold War, South Korea has
been able to normalize relations with both the Soviet Union/Russia and China. The expan-
sion of South Korea’s relations with China, in particular, has been remarkable. Regarding the
issue of the “China threat,” Koreans tend to take an eclectic and perhaps a more realistic
view than either the Japanese or the Americans. They tend to think it is premature to assume
that the future role and policies of China have already been determined. Those holding this
view believe that China’s future role and policies will depend very much upon the evolution
of China’s domestic situation—both politically and economically—and on the response and
policies of the outside world toward China. In this sense, the outside world may be in danger
of bringing about a self-fulfilling prophecy by stressing the future dangers and threats posed
by China.

Regarding the Korean peninsula, China’s objectives seem to be consistent with peace and
stability on the Korean peninsula. China’s role is crucial to the process of Korean unifica-
tion—in its pre-unification, unification, and post-unification stages. China is a signatory of
the 1953 Korean Armistice and as such has been invited to participate in the Four-Party
Talks on Korean peace together with North and South Korea and the United States. Whether
and how China will participate in the unification process will have a critical impact on both
the process itself and its outcome. Crucial in this regard is the state and nature of the bilateral
relationship between China and South Korea as well as between China on the one hand and
the United States and Japan on the other.

Thus, South Korea finds itself in the dilemma of having to maintain a strong security
relationship with both the United States and Japan while keeping its relations with China
amicable and cooperative. This is the reason why South Korea does not regard either the
U.S.-Japan alliance or the trilateral U.S.–Japan–South Korea security relationship, both of
which appear to be directed against China or aimed at “containing” it, to be in its interest.
This is also the reason why South Korea would like to see the United States and Japan main-
tain friendly relations with China.
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